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Nick has already completed the 
7 Summits challenge—to climb 
the highest peak on each of the 7 
continents including Mount Everest. 
It is one of the most respected 
mountaineering feats in the world, 
and he is only the 37th person in the 
UK to complete it. 

7 SUMMITS
Named the toughest rowing 
challenge in the world, Nick will 
be taking part in a race across the 
Atlantic Ocean with a team-mate 
at his side. Taking 40-50 days, once 
he’s reached the finish-line he’ll be 
the first person in history to conquer 
7 Summits, 2 Poles and 1 Ocean.

Following in the footsteps of the great 
explorers, Nick will be skiing the long, 
traditional route to the South Pole, 
traveling more than ten times the 
usual distance, and the regular North 
Pole route. He’ll be the 18th person in 
the world to have completed The 7 
Summits and both Poles.

2 POLES 1 OCEAN

A WORLD FIRST
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Nick climbed his first mountain when he 
was 12 years old. Now he’s an international 
mountaineer with the goal of a lifetime: 
to be the first man to climb the Seven 
Summits, reach the North and South Poles 
and row the Atlantic Ocean. But project 721 
is a means to an end; backed by The World 
Land Trust Nick is putting the environment 
at the centre of this challenge. Promoting 
sustainability and working for a green future 
is his true mission.

INTRODUCING
NICK HOLLIS

Seven Summiteer
Nick is no newcomer to the world of challenges. Apart from The 7 
Summits Nick has completed 3 Ironman Triathlons and national 
Kayak races. Achieving a World First with project 721 is his challenge 
of a lifetime.

Motivational Speaker
Nick holds seminars on business leadership from his experiences 
working with teams in extreme survival situations. He will be 
promoting the 721 project through his talks.
nickhollis.com

Owner of Fitways Adventures
Nick has made adventure his life, and that goes for his working life 
too. He’s a fully qualified mountain leader and runs expeditions all 
over the globe through his own adventure company Fitways.
corporate.fitwaysadventures.co.uk

Wellness Specialist
After battling with personal health issues Nick is determined to 
have a positive impact on other people’s lives. He runs seminars for 
companies looking to foster healthier and happier employees.
fitwayswellness.co.uk

A Race Against Climate Change
Nick’s main ambition for project 721 is to raise awareness and tackle 
environmental sustainability with businesses and individuals. 
Protection of the environment will be the driving theme throughout 
the promotion of the challenge.
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A RACE 
AGAINST 
CLIMATE 
CHANGE

Raise awareness 
for the environment

Nick has witnessed first-hand our 
environmental impact on the natural 
world. This has inspired him to place 
environmental responsibility and 
sustainability at the heart of what he 
does. He plans to raise awareness for the 
environment through publicity for 721.

Fundraise for the 
World Land Trust

The World Land Trust is an international 
conservation charity that protects the 
world’s most biologically significant 
and threatened habitats acre by acre. 
WLT funds the creation of reserves 
and provides permanent protection for 
habitats and wildlife.

Do the challenge 
Carbon Aware

Nick will be minimising his carbon 
impact using the World Land Trust’s 
Carbon balanced program, which 
enables individuals and organisations 
to offset their residual greenhouse 
gas emissions through the protection 
and restoration of carbon-rich wildlife 
habitats in the tropics. 

Do it on a 
plant-based diet

One of the most effective ways 
we can minimise our personal 
environmental impact is to reduce or 
eliminate our consumption of animal 
products. Nick has made the decision 
to undertake the challenge on an 
entirely  plant-based diet.

Assist companies who 
want to go green

Going green will be vital for companies 
who want to be forward looking. Backed 
by the World Land Trust Nick is going 
to use the 721 project as a platform 
for sharing the latest thinking and 
information to assist businesses in 
becoming more sustainable. 

1 2

4 53
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“The money that is given to the 
World Land Trust, in my estimation, 
has more effect on the wild world 
than almost anything I can think of.”

- Sir David Attenborough

CREATING 
A NATURE 
RESERVE

THE ENDANGERED MANATEE VITAL PROTECTION
The reserve will provide a vital home for 
endangered species like the West Indian 
Manatee. 

A number of near threatened and endangered 
animals live in the reserve including Jaguars, 
Otters, Baird’s Tapirs and Harpy Eagles.

Working with the World Land Trust 
Project 721 will be supporting the 
expansion of a nature reserve that will 
protect a habitat under critical threat in 
Guatemala. 

Once completed the reserve will cover 
4,000 Hectares of rainforest, providing 
vital protection for endangered species. 
The area is crucial because of its 
incredible biodiversity, which includes 
600 species of bird, and contains 
some of the last remnants of a habitat 
under severe threat from logging and 
agriculture. 

Project 721 believes saving primary 
rainforest is the most important thing we 
can do to combat climate change. 

EXPANDING LAGUNA 
GRANDE RESERVE
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CHALLENGE 
COMPLETE

Climbing the highest peak on all of the 7 
continents, including Mount Everest.

Nick has completed the 7 Summits challenge, 
making him the 37th British 7 Summiteer!

All the peaks combined come to 40,600 
meters of elevation.

Only 36 people in the UK have completed the 
challenge.

One of the toughest moutaineering 
challenges in the world.

The Seven Summits challenge sees climbers 
tackle the world’s highest peaks located 
on each of the 7 continents, and is a major 
mountaineering achievement. Nick has already 
completed the challenge, finishing on the 
summit of Mount Everest at the end of May 2019.

Being a qualified International Mountain Leader, 
he and his local guide Pemba were among the 
first to summit Everest in the season. Because of 
his experience and good condition he managed 
to capture rare footage of his summit attempt, 
which was later published by media channels 
around the globe. 
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Nick will be skiing to both the North and 
South Poles.

Only 4 Brits have ever reached the 3 Poles: The 
South and North Poles and Mount Everest.

Both challenges combined will take 60-70 
days and 1000 hours of skiing to complete.

He will be crossing a total of 760 miles of ice 
and snow to reach the Poles.

Taking the full, traditional route to the South 
Pole which is ten times the usual distance.

The North and South Poles are still one of the 
frontiers of major expedition. The extreme 
conditions make them a monumental 
challenge and an extreme physical and 
mental challenge. Nick will be skiing the 
North Pole Final Degree and the South Pole 
full route. When he’s finished he’ll be the 4th 
British person to have ever completed the 3 
Poles, which includes Mount Everest. 

Nick will be taking footage of the challenge 
to distribute to the media, and he will also 
be sending regular social media updates via 
a Sat-Phone so followers can stay up to date 
with his polar progress.
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PLATINUM GOLD SILVER BRONZE ENTRY
£30,000 £25,000 £15,000 £5,000 £2,500

SOUTH POLE CORPORATE PACKAGES

Sled Profile

Sled Back

Expedition Jacket

Logo on Jacket Breast
Logo on profile section of sled
Logo on 721 homepage
Intro on 721 social media
Access to expedition photography
Company talk before & after event
Product Testing if applicable
Company flag at South Pole
Photo of company banner at S.P.
Company message from Nick at 
start and finish

Logo on Jacket Sleeve
Logo on Sled Profile 
Logo on 721 website
Logo on 721 social media
Access to expedition photography
Company talk after event

Logo on Jacket Sleeve
Logo on 721 website
Logo on 721 social media
Access to expedition photography
Company flag at South Pole
Company talk after event

Logo on Lower Jacket Sleeve
Logo on 721 website
Logo on 721 social media
Access to expedition photography

Logo on Jacket Breast
Logo on full back of sled
Logo on 721 homepage
Intro on 721 social media
Access to expedition photography
Company talk before & after event
Product testing if applicable
Company flag at South Pole
Photo of company banner at S.P.
Company message from Nick at 
start and finish 
Company trip up Snowdon with 
Nick – 50 People
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Logo on Jacket Breast
Logo on full back of sled
Logo on 721 homepage
Intro on 721 social media
Access to expedition photography
Company talk before & after event
Product testing if applicable
Company flag at South Pole
Photo of company banner at S.P.
Company message from Nick at 
start and finish 
Company trip up Snowdon with 
Nick – 50 People

Logo on Jacket Breast
Logo on profile section of sled
Logo on 721 homepage
Intro on 721 social media
Access to expedition photography
Company talk before & after event
Product Testing if applicable
Company flag at South Pole
Photo of company banner at S.P.
Company message from Nick at 
start and finish

Logo on Jacket Sleeve
Logo on Sled Profile 
Logo on 721 website
Logo on 721 social media
Access to expedition photography
Company talk after event

Logo on Jacket Sleeve
Logo on 721 website
Logo on 721 social media
Access to expedition photography
Company flag at South Pole
Company talk after event

PLATINUM GOLD SILVER BRONZE ENTRY

Logo on Lower Jacket Sleeve
Logo on 721 website
Logo on 721 social media
Access to expedition photography

£15,000 £10,000 £5,000 £2,500 £1000

NORTH POLE CORPORATE PACKAGES

Sled Profile

Sled Back

Expedition Jacket
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Rowing 3000 Miles across the Atlantic.

It takes around 40-50 days to complete.

£6 million has been raised for charities in the 
last 4 years of the race.

1.5 million oar strokes to reach the finish.

The toughest rowing challenge in the world.

The Talisker Whisky Atlantic Challenge is known 
as the world’s toughest row, and has become the 
world’s most anticipated ocean rowing event. The 
challenge takes more than 3000 Miles, starting 
from the Canary Islands and finishing in Antigua & 
Barbuda. It involves a relentless cycle of rowing for 2 
hours, and sleeping for 2 hours, constantly, 24 hours 
a day. Rowers burn in excess of 5,000 calories per 
day and lose 12kg on average during the crossing!

It’s a highly publicised event, and the race organisers 
employ a dedicated media team to maximise 
coverage and exposure around the world with 
footage, video news reels and photography.
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Exclusive Main Sponsor 
Full stern cabin wrap
URL/Logo above bow hatch
Logo on Team Polo - Chest
Logo on 721 homepage
Intro on 721 social media
Access to race photography
Company video message 
from Nick at start and finish 
Company talk before event
Company talk after event 
Company trip up Snowdon 
with Nick up to 50 People

PLATINUM
£30,000

ATLANTIC CROSSING CORPORATE PACKAGES

Exclusive: Only one available
Logo Above Talisker Brand
Logo on Team Polo – Sleeve
Logo on Baseball Cap
Logo on 721 homepage
Intro on 721 social media
Access to race photography
Company message from 
Nick at start and finish line?
Company Talk Before Event
Company Talk After Event 

GOLD
£25,000

Large logo - Hull
Logo on 721 website
Logo on 721 social media
Access to race photography
Company Talk After 
Challenge from Nick Hollis

SILVER
£15,000

Medium logo – Hull
Logo on 721 website
Logo on 721 social media
Access to race photography
Company Talk after 
Challenge from Nick Hollis

BRONZE
£5,000

Entry logo - Hull
Logo on 721 website
Logo on 721 social media
Access to race photography

ENTRY
£2,500

Logo - Gunwales
Logo on 721 website

250 CLUB
£250

Logo on blade
Tag-line on loom
Logo on 721 website
Logo on 721 social media
Ownership of oar on return*
Only six available

*May be damaged or lost 
at sea

OAR
£1,500

YOUR
LOGO

YO
U
R

LO
G
O



RACE CONTENT
Not only will we, our backers and our partners be promoting our 
campaign, The Talisker Whisky Atlantic Challenge race organisers 
(Atlantic Campaigns) employs a dedicated media team to maximise 
coverage and exposure around the world. 

Official film crews and photographers are present at race start and 
finish, plus yachts on the Atlantic, to capture key visual assets that are 
distributed around the world.
Press releases and video news reels (VNRs) are produced for each 
team, ensuring that a steady stream of content is ready to be 
consumed by global media.

The Talisker Whisky Atlantic Challenge has two media centres that 
are available to use by all accredited media - one in San Sebastian, La 
Gomera and the other in English Harbour, Antigua. The media 
centres, situated right at the start and finish of the race, are equipped 
with high-speed internet, providing peace of mind that the teams’ 
content will be transmitted around the world.

Accredited media also have royalty-free access to a wide range of 
media content, equipping attending journalists and press 
representatives with all necessary assets, produced to the highest 
possible international standard
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Not only will we, our backers and our partners be promoting our 
campaign, The Talisker Whiskey Atlantic Challenge race organisers 
employs a dedicated media team to maximise coverage and exposure 
around the world.

Official film crews and photographers are present at the race start and 
finish, plus yachts on the Atlantic, to capture key visual assets that are 
distributed around the globe.

Press releases and video news reels are produced for each team, ensuring 
that a steady stream of content is ready to be consumed by global media.

As well as launching a media campaign for the North and South Pole 
expeditions through Nick’s channels, we will be publishing through our 
partners’ channels. The World Land Trust will be promoting the challenge 
as part of Nick’s campaign to raise awareness for the environment, and 
Reuters News Company are in the line-up to publish the story through 
their channels—which are viewed by more than 1 billion readers each day.

To boost publicity Nick will be taking footage throughout the challenge, 
giving the media a rare insight into a solo Pole expedition. He also plans to 
make regular updates on social media channels sharing his progress, using a 
Sat-Phone he will carry with him.

2 POLES MEDIA COVERAGE

1 OCEAN MEDIA COVERAGE
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7 SUMMITS MEDIA COVERAGE

“Nick Hollis, 45, has recently returned 
from climbing the world’s highest peak.”

“The 45-year-old British climber has just 
conquered Everest and completed all 
Seven Summits of the world.”

“Mount Everest deaths: Inside a deadly 
climbing season.”

“‘Incompetence’ behind Everest deaths: 
Mountaineer Nick Hollis explains.”

“Nick Hollis talks about what it really 
takes to conquer your ambitions and 
push yourself to the limit.”

“Nick Hollis, director of expeditions firm 
Fitways Adventures, explained: ‘Everest 
is serious – it’s not a game up there.’”

“Hollis is in an elite group of around 500 
people globally who have scaled the 
highest mountains on all 7 continents.”

“Nick Hollis’s ascent of the south side of 
Everest in Nepal, May 20, 2019”

Coverage of Nick’s 7 Summits attempt was headline news across several channels, 
and was especially featured by Reuters News, which is read and seen every day by 
more than 1 billion people worldwide through multiple platforms. 

E VO LV E
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ATLANTIC ROW 
2017 MEDIA COVERAGE
2017 PR COVERAGE

CNN, United StatesBBC Breakfast, United Kingdom

SCMP, Hong Kong

AD, Netherlands

The Sunday Times, United Kingdom

365,473,333 People reached

£31,635,921 PR value

TELEVISION

DIGITAL NEWS

PRINT
£1,598,301

43,067,017

PR value

People reached

£4,935,339 PR value

2,331,839,199 People reached

NBC News, United States

3,363,374,468 Total people reached

£114,098,543 Total PR value

38% Growth in media accreditation
from the 2016-17 race

39 Accredited media teams

Participating teams represented100%
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Source: YouTube Analytics: 16 Feb, 2018Source: Google Analytics: 16 Feb, 2018 Source: Google Analytics: 12 Apr, 2018

YOUTUBERACE WEBSITE RACE TRACKER

Source: Instagram Analytics: 26 March, 2018 Source: Twitter Analytics: 26 March, 2018

INSTAGRAM TWITTERFACEBOOK

Source: FaceBook Analytics: 16 Feb, 2018

170,684 Unique visitors

5min 10sec Average time spent on website

Page views1.5M

59% Post engagement rate

700,000 Total lifetime video views

Total reach15,117,873

25-34 Most reached age group

2,161 Followers

Total post likes16,619

408,988 Impressions

20,234 Engagements

Followers4,780

3 min 27 sec Average time spend on tracker

67% Growth in unique viewers from 2016/17 race

Page views935,904

320,975 Estimated minutes watched

39% Average percentage of each video viewed

Views during the 2017/18 race140,000

The website acts as a ‘one-stop-shop’ for everything about the race 
and, in particular, provides past, present and future rowers with 
practical information and key resources for planning and preparation.

The Talisker Whisky Atlantic Challenge FaceBook page has 
significantly more followers in the 25-54 age group than the FaceBook 
average. The launch of FaceBook Live coverage was hugely popular, 
attracting more than 588,553 unique video views.

Instagram is proving to be one of the most popular ways for fans to 
engage with the race. The latest content from the fleet is constantly 
uploaded by a dedicated content manager, on site at the start in La 
Gomera and at the finish line in Antigua.

Twitter is the fastest way to get the latest news from the fleet. The 
feed is updated by a dedicated content manager aggregating the 
latest information, videos and photos from the race.

The race tracker is the most popular way for fans to follow the 
progress of the boats during the crossing. Known as ‘dot watching’, 
the positions of the boats are updated every 4 hours.

The Talisker Whisky Atlantic Challenge’s official YouTube channel 
generated over 100k views in more than 53 countries during the race.
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